Athletic Shorts Six Short
Stories Chris Crutcher
Yeah, reviewing a book Athletic Shorts Six Short Stories Chris
Crutcher could add your close friends listings. This is just one of
the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, deed does
not recommend that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as well as treaty even more than further will come
up with the money for each success. neighboring to, the message
as with ease as insight of this Athletic Shorts Six Short Stories
Chris Crutcher can be taken as well as picked to act.

America E. R. Frank
2015-05-26 Teenage America, a
not-black, not-white, notanything boy who has spent
many years in institutions for
disturbed, antisocial behavior,
tries to piece his life together.
I'm With Stupid Geoﬀ
Herbach 2013-05-07 Award
winning author Geoﬀ Herbach's
follow up to Stupid Fast.
Accidental Love Gary Soto 2006
After unexpectedly falling in
love with a "nerdy" boy,
fourteen-year-old Yolanda
works to change her life by
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

transferring to another school,
altering some of her behavior,
and losing weight. Reprint.
Darius & Twig Walter Dean
Myers 2013-04-23 New York
Times bestselling author and
Printz Award winner Walter
Dean Myers once again
connects with teenagers
everywhere in Darius & Twig, a
novel about friendship and
needing to live one's own
dream. This touching and raw
teen novel from the author of
Monster, Kick, We Are America,
Bad Boy, and many other
celebrated literary works for
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children and teens is a Coretta
Scott King Honor Book. Darius
and Twig are an unlikely pair:
Darius is a writer whose only
escape is his alter ego, a
peregrine falcon named Fury,
and Twig is a middle-distance
runner striving for athletic
success. But they are drawn
together in the struggle to
overcome the obstacles that
life in Harlem throws at them.
The two friends must face down
bullies, an abusive uncle, and
the idea that they'll be stuck in
the same place forever. Maria
Russo, writing in the New York
Times, included Darius & Twig
on her list of "great kids' books
with diverse characters." She
commented: "The late Myers,
one of the greats and a
champion of diversity in
children’s books well before the
cause got mainstream
attention, is at his elegant,
heartfelt best in this 2013
novel. It’s about two friends
growing up in Harlem, one a
writer, one an athlete, facing
daily challenges and trying to
dream of a brighter future."
Day Zero Kresley Cole
2016-08-01 Arcana means
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

secrets, and these Arcana
Chronicles short stories from
#1 New York Times bestselling
author Kresley Cole are ﬁlled
with them. Experience ﬁrsthand
the beginning of the end and
behold the apocalypse through
the eyes of characters you only
thought you knew. Ashes to
ashes . . . Evie Greene’s story
of the Flash is just one of many.
All over the world, those
connected in some way to the
lethal Arcana game—like
Death, Jack, and Fortune—must
ﬁrst survive a horrifying night of
blood and screams. We all fall
down. Some will have to
grapple with new powers; all
will be damned to a hellish new
existence of plague, brutality,
desolation, and cannibalism.
Find out who they lost, why
they endure, and what they
sacriﬁced in order to live past
Day Zero. . . .
A Study Guide for Chris
Crutcher's "A Brief Moment
in the Life of Angus
Bethune" Gale, Cengage
2018-09-13 A Study Guide for
Chris Crutcher's "A Brief
Moment in the Life of Angus
Bethune", excerpted from
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Gale's acclaimed Short Stories
for Students. This concise study
guide includes plot summary;
character analysis; author
biography; study questions;
historical context; suggestions
for further reading; and much
more. For any literature project,
trust Short Stories for Students
for all of your research needs.
Losers Bracket Chris Crutcher
2018-04-03 When a family
argument turns into an urgent
hunt for a missing child,
seventeen-year-old Annie Boots
must do everything in her
power to bring her nephew
home safely. Chris Crutcher,
the acclaimed and bestselling
author of Staying Fat for Sarah
Byrnes, shares a provocative
story about family, loss, and
loyalty that is perfect for fans of
Jason Reynolds and Laurie
Halse Anderson. The Bulletin of
the Center for Children’s Books
called Losers Bracket “Genuine
and aﬀecting.” When it comes
to family, Annie is in the losers
bracket. While her foster
parents are great (mostly), her
birth family would not have
been her ﬁrst pick. And no
matter how many times Annie
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

tries to write them out of her
life, she always gets sucked
back into their drama. Love is
like that. But when a family
argument breaks out at Annie’s
swim meet and her nephew
goes missing, Annie might be
the only one who can get him
back. With help from her
friends, her foster brother, and
her social service worker, Annie
puts the pieces of the puzzle
together, determined to ﬁnd
her nephew and ﬁnally get him
into a safe home. Awardwinning author Chris Crutcher’s
books are strikingly authentic
and unﬂinchingly honest.
Losers Bracket is by turns
gripping, heartbreaking,
hopeful, and devastating, and
hits the sweet spot for fans of
Andrew Smith and Marieke
Nijkamp.
The Sledding Hill Chris Crutcher
2005-05-10 Billy Bartholomew
has an audacious soul, and he
knows it. Why? Because it's all
he has left. He's dead. Eddie
Proﬃt has an equally audacious
soul, but he doesn't know it.
He's still alive. These days, Billy
and Eddie meet on the sledding
hill, where they used to spend
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countless hours -- until Billy
kicked a stack of Sheetrock
over on himself, breaking his
neck and eﬀectively hitting tilt
on his Earthgame. The two
were inseparable friends. They
still are. And Billy is not about
to let a little thing like death
stop him from hanging in there
with Eddie in his epic struggle
to get his life back on track.
The Deep End Chris Crutcher
1994 A therapist treating
abused children and families in
crisis, Wilson Corder faces his
most horrifying experience yet
when seven-year-old Sabrina
Parker is kidnapped and his
own children's lives are
threatened. Reprint.
Deadline Chris Crutcher
2009-04-21 Ben Wolf has big
things planned for his senior
year. Had big things planned.
Now what he has is some very
bad news and only one year left
to make his mark on the world.
How can a pint-sized, smart-ass
seventeen-year-old do anything
signiﬁcant in the nowheresville
of Trout, Idaho? First, Ben
makes sure that no one else
knows what is going on—not his
superstar quarterback brother,
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

Cody, not his parents, not his
coach, no one. Next, he decides
to become the best 127-pound
football player Trout High has
ever seen; to give his closeminded civics teacher a daily
migraine; and to help the local
drunk clean up his act. And
then there's Dallas Suzuki.
Amazingly perfect, fascinating
Dallas Suzuki, who may or may
not give Ben the time of day.
Really, she's ﬁrst on the list.
Living with a secret isn't easy,
though, and Ben's resolve
begins to crumble . . .
especially when he realizes that
he isn't the only person in Trout
with secrets.
If I Grow Up Todd Strasser
2010-02-23 In a gripping novel
with a plot pulled from the
headlines, Todd Strasser turns
his attention to gang life in the
inner-city projects. DeShawn is
a teenager growing up in the
projects. Most of his friends
only see one choice: join up to
a gang. DeShawn is smart
enough to want to stay in
school and make something
more of himself, but when his
family is starving while his
friends have fancy bling and
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new sneakers, DeShawn is
forced to decide--is his integrity
more important than feeding
his family?
Chris Crutcher Bryan Gillis 2012
Examines the life and works of
the young adult ﬁction author,
discussing the themes and
characters found in his works.
Whale Talk Chris Crutcher
2009-09-22 “A truly exceptional
book.”—Washington Post
There's bad news and good
news about the Cutter High
School swim team. The bad
news is that they don't have a
pool. The good news is that
only one of them can swim
anyway. Bestselling author
Chris Crutcher’s controversial
and acclaimed novel follows a
group of outcasts as they take
on inequality and injustice in
their high school. "Crutcher's
superior gifts as a storyteller
and his background as a
working therapist combine to
make magic in Whale Talk. The
thread of truth in his ﬁction
reminds us that heroes can
come in any shape, color,
ability or size, and friendship
can bridge nearly any
divide.”—Washington Post T.J.
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

Jones hates the blatant
preferential treatment jocks
receive at his high school, and
the reverence paid to the
varsity lettermen. When he
sees a member of the wrestling
team threatening an
underclassman, T.J. decides
he’s had enough. He recruits
some of the biggest misﬁts at
Cutter High to form a swim
team. They may not have very
much talent, but the All-Night
Mermen prove to be way more
than T.J. anticipated. As the
unlikely athletes move closer to
their goal, these new friends
might learn that the journey is
worth more than the reward.
For fans of Andrew Smith and
Marieke Nijkamp. "Crutcher
oﬀers an unusual yet resonant
mixture of black comedy and
tragedy that lays bare the
superﬁciality of the high-school
scene. The book's shocking
climax will force readers to reexamine their own values and
may cause them to alter their
perception of individuals
pegged as 'losers.'"—Publishers
Weekly An American Library
Association Best Book for Young
Adults New York Public Library
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Books for the Teen Age
Features a new afterword by
Chris Crutcher
Stotan! Chris Crutcher
2009-09-22 Stotan: A cross
between a Stoic and a Spartin
It's the last swimming season
for Walker, Nortie, Lion, and
Jeﬀ, and their coach is building
their self-discipline in a grueling
four-hour-a-day test of stamina
designed to bring them to the
outer edge of their capabilities.
As it turns out, Stotan Week is
also the week in which secrets
are revealed, and the four
friends must draw upon their
new strengths for an endurance
they never knew they'd need.
Who Do You Think You Are?
Hazel Rochman 2009-07-10
This critically acclaimed
collection includes sixteen
stories by such diverse and
distinguished authors as Ray
Bradbury, John Updike, Gish
Jen, Sandra Cisneros, and Maya
Angelou.
Catching Jordan Miranda
Kenneally 2011-12-01
Period 8 Chris Crutcher
2013-03-26 In this terrifying
and provocative novel by the
bestselling and award-winning
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

author of Deadline and Staying
Fat for Sarah Byrnes, a teenage
boy tries to uncover what
happened to a girl who has
vanished from his high school.
Was she abducted, or did she
run for her life? Paul "The
Bomb" Baum tells the truth. No
matter what. It was something
he learned at Sunday school.
But telling the truth can cause
problems, and not just minor
ones. And as Paulie discovers,
ﬁnding the truth can be even
more problematic. Period 8 is
supposed to be that one period
in high school where the truth
can shine, a safe haven. Only
what Paulie and Hannah (his
ex-girlfriend, unfortunately) and
his other classmates don't know
is that the ultimate liar is in
their midst. Terrifying, thoughtprovoking, and original, this
novel combines all the qualities
of a great psychological thriller
with the controversy, ethics,
athletics, humor, and raw
emotion of a classic Crutcher
story.
The Wolf Girls Jane Yolen
2021-05-25 In this eerie book
from the nonﬁction An Unsolved
Mystery from History picture
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book series, travel to an Indian
orphanage where two new
arrivals are so wild that some
claim they were raised by
wolves. In 1920 a missionary
brought two young girls to an
orphanage in India. The girls
didn’t know how to talk, walk,
or eat from a plate. Some
people thought the girls had
been abandoned by their
parents. Some people said the
girls were brought up by wolves
in the wild. Still others thought
that the missionary who ran the
orphanage made up the story
about the girls. No one knows
for sure. Become a detective,
study the clues, and see if you
can help solve this chilling
mystery from history!
Fat Angie e. E Charlton-Trujillo
2013 Angie overeats to cope
with the taunts of the ultramean girls, her attempted
suicide in front of a packed
gym, and the status of her
captured war-hero sister, until
KC Romance comes to town
and sees Angie for who she
really is.
Rules for Becoming a Legend
Timothy S. Lane 2014-03-13 A
spirit-stirring debut about
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

basketball, family, and an
unlikely underdog who
overcomes adversity to become
a legend Basketball prodigy
Jimmy “Kamikaze” Kirkus is
destined for the NBA. But
before he can sail oﬀ into a
golden future, Jimmy must
reckon with a tragic past and
with a curse that has haunted
his family for generations. His
father had been a basketball
great himself, but his dreams of
stardom were traded in for a
hasty marriage and
parenthood. Born into a house
haunted by wasted talent,
alcoholism, and death, will
Jimmy fall victim to the Kirkus
Curse or break it once and for
all? In the same vein as the
wildly popular Friday Night
Lights, Rules for Becoming a
Legend uses sports as a lens
through which to understand
family, community,
catastrophe, and hope. This
spirit-igniting debut announces
Lane as an extraordinary young
writer to watch.
Running Loose Chris Crutcher
2009-09-22 Louie Banks has it
made. He's got a starting spot
on the football team, good
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friends, and a smart, beautiful
girlfriend who loves him as
much as he loves her. Early in
the fall, he sees all his ideas of
fair play go up in smoke; by
spring, what he cares about
most has been destroyed. How
can Louie keep going when he's
lost everything?
Parentology Dalton Conley
2014-03-18 An award-winning
scientist oﬀers his unorthodox
approach to childrearing:
“Parentology is brilliant, jawdroppingly funny, and full of
wisdom…bound to change your
thinking about parenting and its
conventions” (Amy Chua,
author of Battle Hymn of the
Tiger Mother). If you’re like
many parents, you might ask
family and friends for advice
when faced with important
choices about how to raise your
kids. You might turn to
parenting books or simply rely
on timeworn religious or
cultural traditions. But when
Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate
scientist and full-blown nerd,
needed childrearing advice, he
turned to scientiﬁc research to
make the big decisions. In
Parentology, Conley hilariously
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

reports the results of those
experiments, from bribing his
kids to do math (since studies
show conditional cash transfers
improved educational and
health outcomes for kids) to
teaching them impulse control
by giving them weird names
(because evidence shows kids
with unique names learn not to
react when their peers tease
them) to getting a vasectomy
(because fewer kids in a family
mean smarter kids). Conley
encourages parents to draw on
the latest data to rear children,
if only because that level of
engagement with kids will
produce solid and happy ones.
Ultimately these experiments
are very loving, and the
outcomes are
redemptive—even when
Conley’s sassy kids show him
the limits of his profession.
Parentology teaches you
everything you need to know
about the latest literature on
parenting—with lessons that go
down easy. You’ll be laughing
and learning at the same time.
Angry Management Chris
Crutcher 2010-09-07 Chris
Crutcher ﬁlls these three stories
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with raw emotion. They are
about insecurity, anger, and
prejudice. But they are also
about love, freedom, and
power. About surviving. And
hope. Every kid in this group
wants to ﬂy. Every kid in this
group has too much ballast. Mr.
Nak's Angry Management group
is a place for misﬁts. A place for
stories. And, man, does this
crew have stories. There's
Angus Bethune and Sarah
Byrnes, who can hide from
everyone but each other.
Together, they will embark on a
road trip full of haunting
endings and glimmering
beginnings. And Montana West,
who doesn't step down from a
challenge. Not even when the
challenge comes from her
adoptive dad, who's leading the
school board to censor the
article she wrote for the school
paper. And straightlaced Matt
Miller, who had never been
friends with outspoken genius
Marcus James. Until one tragic
week—a week they'd do
anything to change—brings
them closer than Matt could
have ever imagined.
King of the Mild Frontier Chris
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

Crutcher 2009-09-22 ALA Best
Fiction for Young Adults * New
York Public Library Books for
the Teen Age A riveting,
scorching—and
hilarious—autobiography by the
award-winning author of
Staying Fat for Sarah Byrnes
and Deadline. From trying to
impress a member of the girls’
softball team (with disastrous
dental results) to enduring the
humiliation of his high school
athletic club initiation (olives
and oysters play unforgettable
roles), Chris Crutcher’s memoir
of the tricky road to adulthood
is candid, disarming, laugh-outloud funny, relevant, and never
less than riveting. He vividly
describes a temper that was
always waiting to trip him up
even as it sustained him
through some of the most
memorable mishaps any child
has survived. And how did this
guy (he lifted his brother’s
homework through the entire
tenth grade) ever become a
writer, not to mention the
author of fourteen critically
acclaimed books for young
people? The frontier may be
mild, but the book is not. Fans
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of Tara Westover’s Educated,
Jack Gantos’s Hole in My Life,
and Walter Dean Myers’s Bad
Boy will laugh, will cry, and will
remember. “Funny, bittersweet
and brutally honest. Readers
will clasp this hard-to-put-down
book to their hearts even as
they laugh
sympathetically.”—Publishers
Weekly (starred review)
Athletic Shorts Chris Crutcher
2009-09-22 These six powerful
short stories chronicle bits of
the lives of characters, major
and minor, who have walked
the rugged terrain of Chris
Crutcher's earlier works. They
also introduce some new and
unforgettable personalities who
may well be heard from again
in future books. As with all
Crutcher's work, these are
stories about athletes, and yet
they are not sport stories. They
are tales of love and death,
bigotry and heroism, of real
people doing their best even
when that best isn't very good.
Crutcher's straightforward style
and total honesty have earned
him an admiring audience and
made readers of many
nonreaders.
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

Staying Fat for Sarah
Byrnes Chris Crutcher
2009-09-22 Called a
“masterpiece” in a starred
review from School Library
Journal, award-winning author
Chris Crutcher’s acclaimed
Staying Fat for Sarah Byrnes is
an enduring classic. This
bestselling novel is about love,
loyalty, and friendship in the
face of adversity. “Superb
plotting, extraordinary
characters, and cracking
narrative make this novel
unforgettable.”—Publishers
Weekly Sarah Byrnes and Eric
Calhoune have been friends for
years. When they were
children, his weight and her
scars made them both outcasts.
Now Sarah Byrnes—the
smartest, toughest person Eric
has ever known—sits silent in a
hospital. Eric must uncover the
terrible secret she’s hiding
before its dark current pulls
them both under. Will appeal to
fans of Marieke Nijkamp,
Andrew Smith, and John Corey
Whaley. “Once again, Chris
Crutcher plunges his readers
into life's tough issues within a
compelling story ﬁlled with
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human compassion . . . with his
characteristic intelligence,
humor, and empathy."—ALAN
Review An American Library
Association Best Book for Young
Adults
Chris Crutcher Michael A.
Sommers 2004-12-15 A
recipient of the 2000 Margaret
A. Edwards Award, Chris
Crutcher is best known for his
books featuring athletic male
protagonists on the cusp of
adulthood. This volume takes a
look at his life and work.
Love, Football, and Other
Contact Sports Alden Carter
2008-08-01 A collection of
stories about high school
students from one end of the
social spectrum to the other.
Athletic Shorts Chris Crutcher
1991-01-01 A collection of short
stories featuring characters
from earlier books by Chris
Crutcher.
When We Were Lost Kevin
Wignall 2019-06-04 When their
plane crashes in a remote
rainforest with no adults left
alive, a group of high school
students struggles to survive
against sinister threats from the
jungle -- and one another -- in
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

this tense thriller. Tom
Calloway didn't want to go on a
ﬁeld trip to Costa Rica, but
circumstances had him ending
up sitting in the back of the
plane -- which was the only part
that was intact after the crash
in the remote South American
wilderness. Tom and a small
group of his classmates are
fortunate to be alive, but their
luck quickly runs out when
some of them fall prey to the
unfamiliar threats of the jungle:
animals, reptiles, insects, and
even the unforgiving heat.
Every decision they make could
mean life or death. As the days
go by and the survivors'
desperation grows, things get
even more perilous. Not
everyone can cope with the
trauma of seeing their friends
die, and a struggle for
leadership soon pits them
against each other. And when
they come across evidence of
other people in the middle of
the rainforest, does that mean
they're safe -- or has their
survival come to an even more
vicious end?
Chinese Handcuﬀs Chris
Crutcher 2016-06-28 Dillon is
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living with the painful memory
of his brother's suicide -- and
the role he played in it. To keep
his mind and body occupied, he
trains intensely for the Ironman
triathlon. But outside of
practice, his life seems to be
falling apart. Then Dillon ﬁnds a
conﬁdante in Jennifer, a star
high school basketball player
who's hiding her own set of
destructive secrets. Together,
they must ﬁnd the courage to
confront their demons -- before
it's too late.
The Crazy Horse Electric
Game Chris Crutcher
2009-09-22 Willie Weaver used
to be a hero. Now he's nothing.
Willie is a top athlete, the star
of the legendary game against
Crazy Horse Electric. Then a
freak accident robs him of his
once-amazing physical talents.
Betrayed by his family, his
girlfriend, and his own body,
Willie's on the run, penniless
and terriﬁed on the streets,
where he must ﬁght to rebuild
both his body and his life.
Woodsong Gary Paulsen 1990
For a rugged outdoor man and
his family, life in northern
Minnesota is a wild experience
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

involving wolves, deer, and the
sled dogs that make their way
of life possible. Includes an
account of the author's ﬁrst
Iditarod, a dogsled race across
Alaska.
River Thunder Will Hobbs
2009-04-23 Jessie, Troy, and
the rest of the crew from
Downriver have returned to the
Grand Canyon for adventure
down the Colorado River. In the
year since they last were
together, each has changed;
each feels more mature. But
how will they interact now that
they are facing new challenges-challenges greater than
anything they've had to deal
with at home? For Troy, it is a
chance to prove he can be a
team player, someone worthy
of friendship and love. For
Jessie, the river is the ultimate
test. Does she have what it
takes to row down the mighty
Colorado? The only way to ﬁnd
out is to get into the raft and
set oﬀ to face the thundering
rapids and the powerful
emotions that the river
unleashes.
Taming the Star Runner S.E.
Hinton 2014-01-15 The classic
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YA story of a boy, a horse, and
pursuit of a dream. TAMING
THE STAR RUNNER written by
celebrated novelist S.E. Hinton,
now available as an eBook for
the ﬁrst time. With an absent
mother and a domineering
step-father, Travis uses his
tough-guy exterior to hide his
true passion: writing. After a
violent confrontation with his
step-father, Travis is sent to
live on his uncle’s horse ranch exile to a born-and-bred city
kid. Angry and yearning for a
connection, Travis befriends
Casey, the horse-riding
instructor at the ranch, and the
un-tamable horse in her stable:
the Star Runner. When a friend
from the city visits with stories
of other kids from the
neighborhood facing jail time,
Travis is more determined than
ever that he needs to escape
the life of juvenile delinquency
he seems destined for. When
the oﬀer of a book deal comes
through, Travis is hopeful that
this is his chance to escape, if
only his step-father will stop
standing in the way of his
dreams. From the author of THE
OUTSIDERS, S.E. Hinton once
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

again writes about what it feels
like to be unaccepted, and the
power in being true to yourself.
“Hinton continues to grow more
reﬂective in her books, but her
great understanding, not of
what teenagers are but of what
they can hope to be, is
undiminished.”—Kirkus Reviews
An ALA Best Books for Young
Adults An ALA Quick Pick
The Natural Bernard Malamud
2003-07-07 Introduction by
Kevin Baker The Natural,
Bernard Malamud's ﬁrst novel,
published in 1952, is also the
ﬁrst—and some would say still
the best—novel ever written
about baseball. In it Malamud,
usually appreciated for his
unerring portrayals of postwar
Jewish life, took on very
diﬀerent material—the story of
a superbly gifted "natural" at
play in the ﬁelds of the old
daylight baseball era—and
invested it with the
hardscrabble poetry, at once
grand and altogether
believable, that runs through all
his best work. Four decades
later, Alfred Kazin's comment
still holds true: "Malamud has
done something which—now
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that he has done it!—looks as if
we have been waiting for it all
our lives. He has really raised
the whole passion and
craziness and fanaticism of
baseball as a popular spectacle
to its ordained place in
mythology."
The Last to Let Go Amber
Smith 2018-02-06
“Heartwrenching.” —VOYA
(starred review) “Beautiful,
captivating prose.” —RT Book
Reviews A twisted tragedy
leaves Brooke and her siblings
on their own in this provocative
novel from the New York Times
bestselling author of The Way I
Used to Be. How do you let go
of something you’ve never had?
Junior year for Brooke Winters
is supposed to be about
change. She’s transferring
schools, starting fresh, and
making plans for college so she
can ﬁnally leave her hometown,
her family, and her past behind.
But all of her dreams are
shattered one hot summer
afternoon when her mother is
arrested for killing Brooke’s
abusive father. No one really
knows what happened that day,
if it was premeditated or selfathletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

defense, whether it was right or
wrong. And now Brooke and her
siblings are on their own. In a
year of ﬁrsts—the ﬁrst year
without parents, ﬁrst love, ﬁrst
heartbreak, and her ﬁrst taste
of freedom—Brooke must
confront the shadow of her
family’s violence and
dysfunction, as she struggles to
embrace her identity, ﬁnds her
true place in the world, and
learns how to let go.
How Beautiful the Ordinary
Michael Cart 2009-10-06 A girl
thought to be a boy steals her
sister's skirt, while a boy
thought to be a girl refuses to
wear a cornﬂower blue dress.
One boy's love of a soldier
leads to the death of a
stranger. The present takes a
bittersweet journey into the
past when a man revisits the
summer school where he had
"an accidental romance." And a
forgotten mother writes a
poignant letter to the teenage
daughter she hasn't seen for
fourteen years. Poised between
the past and the future are the
stories of now. In nontraditional
narratives, short stories, and
brief graphics, tales of
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anticipation and regret,
eagerness and confusion
present distinctively modern
views of love, sexuality, and
gender identiﬁcation. Together,
they reﬂect the vibrant
possibilities available for young
people learning to love
others—and themselves—in
today's multifaceted and
quickly changing world.
Page by Paige Laura Lee
Gulledge 2011-09-05 Paige
Turner has just moved to New
York with her family, and she?s
having some trouble adjusting
to the big city. In the pages of
her sketchbook, she tries to
make sense of her new life,
including trying out her secret
identity: artist. As she makes
friends and starts to explore the
city, she slowly brings her
secret identity out into the
open, a process that is equal
parts terrifying and rewarding.
Laura Lee Gulledge crafts
stories and panels with images
that are thought-provoking,
funny, and emotionally
resonant. Teens struggling to
ﬁnd their place can see
themselves in Paige's honest,
heartfelt story. Praise for Page
athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

by Paige “Gulledge's b&w
illustrations are simple but wellsuited to their subject matter;
the work as a whole is a goodnatured, optimistic portrait of a
young woman evolving toward
adulthood.” –Publishers Weekly
“A sweet coming-of-age graphic
novel about an artistic
introvert. Paige’s sketches are
soft and expressive, and
Gulledge does an admirable job
of providing insight into Paige’s
musings, creating a very
intimate ambiance for this wellﬂeshed-out character. The artist
masterfully commands her
piece, creating a cohesive and
ﬂuid work that cascade
smoothly along. Teens are sure
to relate to this wallﬂower who
blooms—gloriously.” –Kirkus
Reviews “Gulledge has crafted
a protagonist who’s
introspective with a capital I,
and she conveys her
character’s thoughts and
emotions in ways that are fresh
but never feel forced. That
same easy, organic quality is
found in the book’s design: the
story panels and Paige’s
sketches blend and interact
eﬀortlessly. It all makes for a
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truly fresh coming-ofage—graphic—novel.” –Horn
Book “An elegant portrayal of
the interactions of Paige’s
external and internal states.”
–Publishers Weekly

athletic-shorts-six-short-stories-chris-crutcher

Athletic Shorts Chris Crutcher
1991-10-23 A collection of short
stories featuring characters
from earlier books by Chris
Crutcher.
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